Transcranial brain mapping techniques, such as functional near-infrared spectroscopy 25 (fNIRS) and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), have been playing an increasingly 26 important role in studies of human brain functions. Given a brain function of interest, fNIRS 27 42 specificity for working memory and motor systems; Moreover, compared with traditional 43 TMS targeting approaches (e.g. the International 10-20 System and the conventional 5-cm 44 rule), the fTBA suggested motor stimulation site is closesr to both the motor hotspot and the 45 center of gravity of motor evoked potentials (MEP-COG). In summary, the proposed method 46 unblinds the transcranial function targeting process using prior information, providing an 47 effective and straightforward approach to transcranial brain mapping studies, especially those 48 without participants' structural MRI data. 49 
probes and TMS coils should be properly placed on the scalp to ensure that the function is 28 effectively measured or modulated. However, since brain activity is inside the skull and 29 invisible to the researcher during placement, this blind targeting may cause the device to 30 partially or completely miss the functional target, resulting in inconsistent experimental 31 results and divergent clinical outcomes, especially when participants' structural MRI data are 32 not available. To address this issue, we propose here a framework for targeting a designated 33 function directly from the scalp. First, a functional brain atlas for the targeted brain function 34 is constructed via a meta-analysis of large-scale functional magnetic resonance imaging 35 datasets. Second, the functional brain atlas is presented on the scalp surface by using a 36 transcranial mapping previously established from an structural MRI dataset (n=114), 37 resulting in a novel functional transcranial brain atlas (fTBA). Finally, a low-cost, portable 38 scalp-navigation system is used to localize the transcranial device on the individual's scalp 39 with the guidance of the fTBA. To demonstrate the feasibility of the targeting framework, 40 both fNIRS and TMS mapping experiments were conducted. The results show that 41 fTBA-guided fNIRS positioning can detect functional activity with high sensitivity and 3 Introduction 53 Transcranial brain mapping techniques, which allow us to observe and modulate 54 underlying brain activity by placing transcranial devices on the scalp surface, have become 55 increasingly important for investigating human brain function. Transcranial magnetic 56 stimulation (TMS), for example, can modulate neural activity through the induction of focal 57 electric currents in the brain via rapidly changing magnetic fields generated by stimulating 58 coils placed on the scalp (Barker et al., 1985) . TMS allows non-invasive modulation of a 59 variety of brain functions such as visual processing, language production, and memory 60 consolidation, enabling researchers to study casual brain-behavior relationships and utilize 61 these relationships for therapeutic purposes (Polanía et al., 2018) . Another transcranial 62 technique, functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), is a neuroimaging tool that can 63 detect neural-related hemodynamic responses via multiple pairs of infrared laser light sources 64 and detectors (optodes) placed on the scalp. The light emitted through the sources penetrate 65 from the scalp into brain tissue and portions are reflected out and collected by the detectors 66 placed at certain distances away, enabling fNIRS systems to assess cortical activation through 67 the light attenuation from the source to the detector (Firbank et al., 1998) . To date, fNIRS has 68 been used to investigate various brain functions including sensory perception, motor control, 69 and cognition (Ferrari & Quaresima, 2012; Leff et al., 2011) . FNIRS possesses a number of 70 strengths where functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is limited, most notably in 71 portability, higher tolerance for motion, and fewer restrictions, thus offering better ability to 72 assess brain functioning in special populations and contexts. Notable contributions include Given a brain function of interest, such as motor execution or working memory, fNIRS 77 optodes and TMS coils should be properly placed on the scalp to ensure that the function is 78 effectively measured or modulated. However, brain activity is inside the skull and invisible to 79 the researcher during device placement. This blind targeting is difficult, especially when the 80 participants' structural MRI data are not available, and may cause devices to partially or 81 completely miss the functional target, resulting in inconsistent experimental results and for transcranial techniques, the transcranial brain atlases (TBA). Three anatomical TBA were 86 constructed, based on commonly used anatomical brain atlases: the LONI Probabilistic Brain 87 Atlas (LPBA), the 2nd-edition Automated Anatomical Labelling Atlas (AAL2), and the 88 Talairach atlas. The anatomical TBAs present anatomical brain partitions visually on the 89 scalp, allowing researchers to place devices directly and accurately over any atlas partition 90 belonging to the anatomical brain atlases with the aid of a scalp-navigation system. 91 Anatomical TBAs represent a technical advance but do not provide information about the 92 brain's functional characteristics, and therefore can only be used to help functional 93 transcranial studies in an indirect manner. That is, given a brain function of interest, 94 researchers have to first determine which partitions in an anatomical TBA correspond to that 95 function. Only after that, can the anatomical TBA be used to guide device placement over the 96 identified partition(s). Such function-structure correspondence is often subjective due to a 97 lack of standardized process. Moreover, the indirect manner uses one or more anatomical 98 partition(s) as functional units, which loses fine-detail information inside partitions (Laird, 99 McMillan, et al., 2005) . This greatly reduces the spatial precision in specifying the location, 100 size, and shape of the region of interest, and thus reduces the placement accuracy of 101 6 transcranial devices. 102 To address this issue, we propose here a framework for targeting a designated brain 103 function directly from the scalp. First, a functional brain atlas for the targeted brain function 104 is constructed to map the function to activation coordinates in a standard brain space (such as 105 Montreal Neurological Institute space (MNI) or Talairach space) via a meta-analysis of 106 large-scale fMRI datasets. Second, the functional brain atlas is presented on the scalp surface 107 by using a previously established transcranial mapping process (Xiao et al., 2018), resulting 108 in a novel functional transcranial brain atlas (fTBA). Finally, a low-cost, portable 109 scalp-navigation system is used to localize the transcranial device on the individual's scalp 110 with the guidance of the fTBA. To demonstrate the feasibility of the targeting framework, 111 both fNIRS and TMS mapping experiments were conducted. Representative fTBAs were 112 constructed for working memory and motor execution. Then the fTBAs were used to guide 113 the probe placement in fNIRS experiments with finger tapping and n-back tasks using a 114 topography fNIRS instrument. For TMS, the fTBA based targeting method was compared to 115 two conventional ones in a motor mapping experiment.
116

Theory and Methods
117
An overview of the fTBA construction framework is shown in Figure 1 . Given a 118 function of interest, X, the large-scale neuroimaging meta-analysis outputs an activation 119 likelihood estimation (ALE) value for each brain voxel b, from which a functional brain atlas 120 of X (fBA-X) can be constructed. Then a two-step Markov chain model is used to combine 121 the fBA-X with the probabilistic cranial-cortical mapping, resulting in a transcranial version 122 of the functional brain atlas (fTBA-X). 126 Meta-analysis can synthesize results from human functional brain mapping studies and 127 has great potential in providing reliable mapping of specific brain functions to discrete 
Construction of fBA-X based on large-scale meta-analysis
143
Construction of functional transcranial brain atlas 144 We use a two-step Markov chain to combine the constructed fBA-X with our previously 198 Representative fTBAs were separately constructed for working memory (WM) and 199 motor execution. We choose these functions since they involve superficial cortical regions 200 (transcranially accessible) and allow us to investigate our framework in both low-level 201 sensorimotor and high-level cognitive systems. 202 Paradigm-specific fTBAs were built using "finger tapping/button press" and "n-back" as 203 12 keywords. Domain-specific fTBAs were also built, using "action execution" and "working 204 memory" as keywords. The number of selected papers and associated coordinates are shown 205 in FTBA application in an fNIRS experiment 208 We conducted an fNIRS experiment with the finger tapping and n-back tasks to illustrate 209 the feasibility of fTBA-guided positioning in fNIRS studies. In the present experiment, the n-back and finger tapping tasks were performed in 219 succession. Therefore, if we designed the probe arrangement for these two paradigms 220 13 separately and made two different caps, we would have to change caps in the middle of the 221 experiment and repeat optode insertion, calibration, and adjustment. This process may take 222 over twenty minutes and would lead to participant fatigue, impatience, and discomfort. To 223 avoid these problems, we utilized a combined probe arrangement, which covered both n-back 224 and finger tapping related areas in a single cap. This combined arrangement also provided 225 more comprehensive measurement, as the n-back related areas can be used as control/contrast 226 regions for the finger tapping task, and vice versa. In order to provide a sufficient number of 227 optodes, we used two NIRS systems simultaneously, each with 20 sources and 20 detectors. The Euclidean distances from P fTBA , P C3 and P 5cm to the hotspot and CoG were calculated. 323 As descriptive statistics showed part of the data violated the standard assumptions of 324 normality (positively skewed) and equal variance, non-parametric statistics were used. 325 Distances to the hotspot and CoG were tested using the non-parametric Friedman test. The n-back fBA (Fig. 4a) quite similar to the n-back fTBA, though a bit more extensive (Fig. 4f) . 388 While most of the consistently activated brain regions in fBAs are shown in their 389 corresponding fTBAs, some deep brain regions like basal ganglia and cerebellum are not. To 390 make this clearer, brain voxels that can be accessed from the scalp in the above four fTBAs 391 are shown in red in Fig. 3b, 3e and Fig. 4b, 4e . These accessible voxels are mainly the outer We used optodes from two identical fNIRS systems. For each ROI, a first probe set was arranged to 410 cover the functional ROI as much as possible (filled circles; red: sources, blue: detectors). Then a 411 second set of optodes was added to high fTBA value areas (hollow circles). The two probe sets 412 combined into a vertical double-density configuration at high fTBA value areas. 413 414 Activation results for the HbO signal during the finger tapping task are shown in Fig. 6 415 (upper panels). For the right-hand finger tapping > rest contrast, significant activation was 416 observed in 12 channels (t(21)>4.8795, p_ FDR <.001, t max =8.02), mainly covering the left 417 primary sensorimotor cortex. There was also activation in the supplementary motor area and 418 the right sensorimotor cortex. Activation results for HbO during the n-back task is shown in 419 Fig. 6 (lower panels) . For the 2>1 n-back contrast, significant activation was observed in 15 420 channels (t(21)>3.26, p_ FDR <.05, t max =4.91). 421 422 Figure 6 . T-maps of group-level activation in finger tapping and n-back tasks. The functional ROIs 423 24 are highlighted in yellow. Significant activation (marked with a red hollow circle in the 2D view) was 424 found in these functional ROIs. 425 For paradigm-specific fTBAs, we found that all 12 significantly activated channels in 426 the finger tapping paradigm were located inside the fTBA's ROIs, resulting in a detection 427 proportion (sensitivity) of 12/12 = 100%. 13 of the 16 significantly activated channels in 428 n-back paradigm were located inside the fTBA ROI, resulting in a detection proportion 429 (sensitivity) of 13/16 = 81.25%. Then we compared the overall activation of channels inside 430 and outside of the functional ROIs. As shown in Fig. 7a , the in-ROI activation was 431 significantly stronger than the out-ROI activation for both the finger tapping paradigm 432 (t=2.35, df=90, p<0.01 ** , effect size (Cohen's d)=0.5; mean difference=0.8) and n-back 433 paradigm (t=3.15, df=90, p<0.001 *** , effect size (Cohen's d)=0.66; mean difference=0.68). 434 Finally, spearman correlation analyses showed that channels' fTBA value (i.e. P(X|S)) can 435 significantly explain their group-level activation in the finger tapping task (Spearman's rho = 436 0.26, p=0.01 ** ) and n-back task (Spearman's rho=0.27, p<0.01 ** ). The domain-specific fTBAs also had high sensitivity in detecting significant activation. 442 The action execution fTBA had a 100% detection proportion (sensitivity) in the finger 443 tapping task and the working memory fTBA had a 81.25% detection proportion in the n-back 444 task, which is surprisingly identical to the paradigm-specific fTBAs (Fig. 8a) . In terms of 445 specificity, we found significantly stronger in-ROI activation than out-ROI activation in the 446 finger tapping task (ROI defined by action execution fTBA; t=2.68, df=90, p<0.01 ** , effect 447 size (Cohen's d)=0.62; mean difference=0.99). There was also significantly stronger in-ROI 448 activation than out-ROI activation in the n-back task (ROI defined by working memory fTBA; 449 t=2.44, df=90, p<0.01 ** , effect size (Cohen's d)=0.52; mean difference=0.55). Taking the 450 mean difference between activation inside and outside of the functional ROI as an index, we 451 can see that using domain-specific fTBAs resulted in a smaller difference than using 452 paradigm-specific fTBAs for both tasks (Fig. 8b) . In terms of channel-level prediction, 453 domain-specific fTBAs could also predict activation intensity in the finger tapping task 454 (Spearman's rho=0.20, p=0.06*) and the n-back task (Spearman's rho=0.22, p=0.04*), but 455 with slightly less predictive power compared to the paradigm-specific fTBAs. In all participants, discernible MEPs were evoked inside a predefined CPC grid (Fig. 9a) . text-mining features, frequency of terms in a publication, albeit effective, may be suboptimal 553 for determining the studied function. In spite of these drawbacks, Neurosynth sources from 554 an unprecedented scale of studies, over 11,000 so far. In addition to the common forward 555 inference P(activation|term), Neurosynth can also perform reverse reference 556 P(term|activation), which quantifies the probability that a term would occur in an article 557 given the presence of activation in a particular brain region. This can be used to reveal scalp 558 regions specific to a given function. These well-established on-line databases and supporting 559 software minimize the time cost needed to retrieve publications and extract peak coordinates, 560 greatly facilitating the fTBA generation process in practice. Future studies may also choose 561 different databases and methods to build other fTBAs.
FTBA construction for motor and WM functions
Results of fNIRS experiment
562
Efficiency of fTBA guided positioning in targeting functional activity 563 In our fNIRS experiment, we found that fTBA-based positioning was able to target 564 functional activity efficiently in both primary sensorimotor and high-level working memory 565 systems. Efficiency in fNIRS targeting is measured in both sensitivity and specificity. FTBA 566 guided positioning was quite sensitive given that most of the significantly activated channels 567 32 (100% for finger tapping and 81.25% for n-back) were located inside the functional ROIs 568 marked by the fTBAs. FTBA guided positioning also had good specificity, as overall 569 activation inside functional ROIs was significantly stronger than outside the ROIs in both 570 tasks. These results suggest that, using our method, researchers should be able to efficiently 571 measure most of the function-related neural activation. 572 In our TMS motor mapping experiment, compared with two conventional approaches 573 (10-20 and 5-cm method), fTBA-guided stimulation sites were closest to both the motor 574 hotspot and the MEP-COG site. The 5-cm method is a commonly used positioning method in 575 practice. For the motor system, the site given by the 5-cm method is about 5cm lateral and 576 1-1.5cm anterior to Cz (Wassermann, 2002) . In depression treatment, the site given by the 577 5-cm method for targeting DLPFC is about 5cm rostral from the motor hotspot. This method 578 can yield biased positions in both motor studies and depression treatment. For example, in 579 our experiment, 5-cm targeting achieved good accuracy in only a few participants (6, 7, 8 and 580 11, see Fig.9 ) and was far from the optimal sites (hotspot and COG) in other participants. 581 Likewise, Herwig (2001) reported that DLPFC was correctly targeted in only 7 of 22 582 participants using the 5-cm method, and the coil was found to be located more dorsally in the 
